
The cost of the shape is contingent on its complexity. Please note that very simple shapes will have a low price point 
while complex shapes will have a high price point.

Additional shape design style fees are quoted in addition to the base Custom Shape price. Our designer will provide a 
quote for the additional styles prior to the start of the design process.

We cannot guarantee that all submitted shapes can be made into a cut file - but we’ll do our best!

When ready to have your logo quoted for a cutout shape, please go to: 
https://info.variquest.com/cm-custom-shape-request

Cutout Maker 1800 Supplies 

CUSTOM SHAPE PRICING CATALOG # PRICE

Simple Custom Shape CS001 $175.00

Complex Custom Shape CS003 $275.00

Additional Design Styles CS004 QUOTE

Custom Shape Creation 

Want to be able to cut your school’s mascot on your Cutout Maker? How about a logo your student designed 
in class? With our Custom Shape Program, personalize your walls and bulletin boards with shapes that are 
tailored to your school.

Custom Shape Program

Call  your VariQuest representative or 800-328-0585 to order.11

Have something more specific in mind than just a basic shape? For an additional fee, we can add a version of 
your Custom Shape designed in any of these 3 design styles:

Separate Cut Shapes
With this option you can choose to have 

your image broken into two separate 
regular cut shapes (for example: Mascot + 
School Name), appearing in the “Shapes” 
section of the Design Center Software with 

different Search IDs.

Vinyl Only Cut Shape
This cut shape is designed specifically to 
be cut on VariQuest Vinyl Material. This 

shape will more accurately reflect the origi-
nal design as less modifications need to be 

made for conversion to a vinyl cut shape 
(ie letters will not need to connect)

Layered Cut Shape
Recommended for use with VariQuest Vinyl 

Material, this option provides you with a 
layered shape for multi-colored cut shapes. 
This shape will appear in the “Collections” 

section of the VariQuest Design Center 
Software.

https://info.variquest.com/cm-custom-shape-request

